Resources
Although 400 years have passed since William Shakespeare
wrote his plays, they are alive and well in the world of
theatre and film today, and loved by millions of people.
These books are designed for the busy teacher who wants
to share the richness of Shakespeare’s work with students
and relate that work to the world in which he lived, as well
as the world of today.

The Complete Guide to
Shakespeares Best Plays
Aileen Carroll • 978 1 74239 212 7

The Complete Guide to Shakespeare’s Best Plays
is ideal as a year-long program or for selective
units. This packed volume takes an intense look
at Romeo and Juliet, Julius Caesar, Macbeth,
Hamlet, A Midsummer Night’s Dream and The
Tempest. Each of the 40 lessons opens up
the world of Shakespeare, his words, and his
characters. Extensive teacher support includes
assessments, historical background and language
study, synopses, and suggestions for engaging hard-to-reach learners.

WAL2127 • $ 27.95
Shakespeare: A Teaching Guide
Sharon Hamilton • 978 1 74239 211 0

Some suggested approaches include:
Using pantomime and “live sculpture”, Starring
students in soliloquies, Acting out short scenes,
Writing five kinds of papers, Inventing diaries
for characters, Performing parodies of scenes,
Videotaping a scene, Using student directors,
Removing barriers to Shakespeare’s language,
Taking an imaginary visit to the Globe Theatre
This is a terrific resource to help your students
overcome “Shakespeare anxiety” and to make your teaching an enjoyable
rewarding experience!

WAL2110 • $ 24.95
Literature in Context: A
Midsummer Night’s Dream
Venetia Ozzi, Kathi Godiksen • 9781742390758

Develop appreciation of literature and improve
reading comprehension skills with this resource
for years 6–12 that helps students understand
Shakespeare’s comedy, A Midsummer Nights
Dream. Use this book to improve reading skills,
expand vocabulary and provide an understanding
of Shakespeare’s writing style. Activities include
memorising and reciting scenes of the play for the
class, and rewriting dialogues in contemporary
vernacular. Reading Comprehension Exercises encourage students to read
carefully and critically by asking them to make inferences and draw conclusions.

EIM0758 • $29.95

Daily Warm-Ups: Shakespeare
Level 2, Years 9-12
Dale Donovan, Ginger Shapiro • 9781742391397

The 180 quick activities – centred around a
celebrated literary subject – examine writing
plays, directing and drama. With these brief
activities students will gain a greater appreciation
of Shakespeare and his works, as well as a
greater understanding of dramatic arts. Daily
Warm-Ups are easy-to-use activities. Make them
into laminated cards for student use.

WAL1397 • $35.95
Getting to Know Shakespeare,
Years 7–10
Elody Rathgen, Pauline Scanlan • 1 74025 783 9

Getting to Know Shakespeare has been writing
to give students an introduction to his many
stories and characters and a look at his skills
as an entertainer and teller of mysterious tales.
This book provides interesting and innovative
approaches to working with snippets of text and
will give you a good springboard from which to
launch any in-depth work on specific plays that
you might be contemplating.

TCM3286 • $24.95
Literature Unit:
Romeo and Juliet (6-8)
Mari Lu Robbins • 1 86401 714 7

When students are introduced to Shakespeare,
they may be reluctant to read his work, finding
it challenging and difficult to understand and
follow the ‘unfamiliar’ language that is being
used. This book provides ideas and activities that
encourages students to approach Shakespeare
enthusiastically and can help them make the
study a rewarding and memorable experience.

1950 • $21.95
Literature in Context: Macbeth
Venetia Ozzi, Kathi Godiksen • 9781742390772

Help students to understand Shakespeare’s greatest
tragedy and develop their appreciation for classic
literature with this resource for years 6-12. Use this
book to improve reading skills, expand vocabulary
and provide an understanding of Shakespeare’s
writing style. Reading Comprehension Exercises
encourage students to read carefully and critically
by asking them to recall details, pick main themes,
make inferences and draw conclusions.

EIM0772 • $29.95

Romeo and Juliet:
Curriculum Guide (8–10)
Laura Maravilla • 1 74025 588 7
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Relates Shakespearean themes to the present,
keeping students interest and increasing their
capacity to learn and understand Shakespearean
language and culture. The book suggests modern
music and movies for review of the play, its
language and its themes. Additionally, each
lesson includes creative, content-based activities,
vocabulary and discussion questions. Some of the
activities include: wordfinds, crossword puzzles,
quizzes and tests, project ideas, dear love help advice letters.

INA4115 • $ 29.95
Interdisciplinary Unit:
Shakespeare (5–9)
Mari Lu Robbins • 1 86401 901 8

This book looks at three famous plays written
by Shakespeare – Much Ado About Nothing,
Romeo and Juliet and Richard III – and several
sonnets and other writings. Lessons which
cross curriculum boundaries are provided to
widen students’ grasp of life as it was for people
of that time. Chapters include: Preparing for
Shakespeare, Across the Curriculum (English,
maths, social studies, art and life skills), Poetry and Sonnets, Post-reading
activities, culminating activities and unit management.

HB03162 • $54.95
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An English Teacher’s Guide to
Performance Tasks & Rubrics:
High School
Amy Benjamin • 9781743301746

The English teacher’s guide to Performance Tasks
and Rubrics has a wealth of concrete materials that
translate immediately to daily classroom practice.
It explains how a wide variety of performance tasks
and rubrics can be presented in any classroom.
Benjamin provides step-by-step procedures of
specific performance tasks that you can apply to
your classroom regardless of what text you use, what ability level of students
you teach, whether you have heterogeneous groups, special education
students or gifted students. She encourages teachers to involve active student
deployment of rubrics as a way to operationalise curriculum goals.
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Specials! Shakespeare reinforces basic skills
and offers practical resources for the busy
teacher to ensure access to vital curriculum
areas and provide subject progression,
continuity and lively relevant activities. Topics
included are: heroes and heroines, villains,
parents and children, leaders, love, magic, the
supernatural, chaos and order, and plots.
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